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By Jack Persico, Editor-in-Chief

Lessons Learned 
from Willie Sutton

J
ust down the street from my house is historic Eastern
State Penitentiary, the US’s oldest surviving prison,
opened in 1829 and used for a record 142 years. One
of its most famous inhabitants (second only to Al
Capone) was bank robber Willie Sutton. When asked

by a reporter why he robbed banks, Sutton glibly replied,
“Because that’s where the money is.” So the story goes, anyway.
Some say the quote is apocryphal. Nevertheless, its emphasis on simplicity forms
the basis of what medical students know as Sutton’s Law, which states that “in
attempting to diagnose a problem, one should first do the experiment that can
confirm the most likely diagnosis.” Given hundreds of possibilities, the prudent
approach is to start with the most obvious one. Though it may be unsavory to
take advice from a bank robber, the merit of the principle still stands regardless
of its origins (if it still gives you pause, consider instead William of Ockham’s
principle of parsimony, which made the same point 600 years before Sutton). 

Actually, Sutton’s famous quote in its original form offers another good les-
son for physicians, one well worth considering when evaluating the financial
side of your practice. Although this is a chronic source of ethical conflict for
physicians, there’s nothing wrong with focusing your attention “where the
money is.” As discussed this month in our 5th annual income survey, as reim-
bursements for conventional E/M visits continually decline and practice over-
head costs steadily rise thanks to a number of factors beyond the control of the
medical community, physicians often have no choice but to look for new sources
of revenue to keep their enterprise viable. 

Consider the patient base of respondents in this year’s income survey: on
average 29 percent of neurology patients are geriatric, 58 percent are adult, and
13 percent are pediatric cases. With nearly one third of your patient base behold-
en to Medicare—and the rest heavily influenced by it, given that HMOs peg
their rates to CMS’s fee schedule—it may be wise to look for opportunities to
expand your services by adding new procedures and services that address unmet
health care needs, particularly among younger patients. 

Certainly, no one would suggest abandoning the traditional E/M visits that
are the mainstay of neurologic care. But finding ways to add diagnostic and ther-
apeutic procedures—and the typically higher reimbursements they bring in—
will essentially subsidize the losses incurred on E/M visits. Also, leveraging your
expertise outside the exam room through assistant professorships, speaking
engagements and industry consulting can further diversify your sources of
income. Each year, our survey respondents tell us that they are seeing more
patients than ever before as a way to bolster revenue. If you’re resigned to work-
ing longer hours and squeezing in more patient visits anyway, why not make the
most of it by concentrating “where the money is”? 

As for Sutton, the principle actually didn’t work so well, as he spent the bulk
of his adult life behind bars. Crime doesn’t pay. The fact that traditional medi-
cine doesn’t pay any more is a crime, too. Here’s hoping you have better luck
with Sutton’s advice than he himself did.  PN
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